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Ongoing access to premier full-text journals

Over 90 peer reviewed journals with ongoing full-text have been added to ProQuest Health and Medical databases over the past six months.

Among the new additions are titles from these authoritative publishers:

• Oxford University Press: 9 scholarly titles including Sleep, the Journal of Neuropathology and Experimental Neurology.

• Nature Publishing Group: Two new journals, Pediatric Research and Hypertension Research.

• Springer Science: 7 new titles including the Journal of Neuroimmune Pharmacology.

• Dusti-Verlag: 11 additions from this international publisher of medical literature. Among the additions are: Clinical Neuropathology, and the International Journal of Clinical Pharmacology.

• Spandidos Publications: Featuring the International Journal of Oncology and five other highly cited journals.

Over 40,000 dissertations added to Health Research Premium Collection

The Health Research Premium Collection now has over 85,000 recently published dissertations in full text. These graduate works offer insight into cutting edge research across hundreds of subject areas including:

- Nursing - 17,000+
- Public Health - 15,000+
- Psychology - 15,000+
- And thousands more!

Evidence-based content for learning, research, and practice

• Added thousands of systematic reviews in full-text from leading health and medical knowledge providers including Elsevier, BMJ, and Nature

Teaching and learning with multimedia content

60+ new or revised MedCom video clips for teaching and learning

• Students can prepare for their clinical rounds and see important skills and concepts in action. Likewise, instructors can assign clips to students to reinforce textbook learnings or as a follow up to clinical experiences.

New and diverse content for comprehensive literature reviews

Such as these recent additions:

• Fact sheets from the International Council of Nurses

• Patient education sheets from Harvard Health Publications

• SAMHSA/CSAT Treatment Improvement Protocols

Clinical queries filter added to MEDLINE®

MEDLINE® on the ProQuest platform now includes a Clinical queries filter. This new functionality makes it easier for users to filter their searches to a specific clinical study category and scope.

Sign up for quarterly updates

See what’s been added to all of our Health & Medical databases in more detail including full lists of all new content.

Sign up here: bit.ly/PQHealthUpdates